
Automate and monitor the physical systems in your home

 Smart  
 House
Three Raspberry Pis, four Arduinos, and other readily available 

components create a custom-built home automation system that 

monitors and controls about 50 different devices. By Steve Morss

few years old. When it was built, it had some 
of the best systems available: a built-in music 
system, super-quiet heating and AC systems 
(the AC is water cooled instead of air 
cooled), temperature sensors and touch pan-
els in every room, a fire sprinkler system, a 
backup generator that comes online auto-
matically within seconds, and an alarm sys-
tem for security, fire, water leaks, and low 
temperature. 

The system worked very well, but over the 
years, it became apparent that it had room 
for improvement.

The first step was to make a list of all the 
changes the home owner wanted, the most 
important of which included:
•	 Email	and	texting	of	all	alarm	and	fault	

conditions (security, water, temperature, 
furnace, power)

•	 Ability	to	take	action	on	any	kind	of	alarm	
or fault condition

•	 Remote	control	and	monitoring	of	devices	
from	the	Internet	or	by	text	messaging

•	 Programmable	timers	aware	of	house	
mode, time of day, sunrise, sunset

•	 Control	of	three-way	and	four-way	switch	
circuits

•	 Motion	sensing
•	 Control	of	certain	pumps,	lights,	valves,	

circulators, and fans
•	 Power	fault	detection	that	fires	only	when	

both the grid and the generator are down
•	 Four	new	buttons	on	the	touch	panel	sys-

tem for setting modes “here”/ “away” and 
“winter”/ “summer”

In the beginning, a home owner was in-
terested in installing a home automation 
project that uses a software product built 
by Catalina Computing [1]. The software 

is called Virtual Wiring [2], 
and it lets you build 

simple to sophisticated 
hardware systems 
using low-cost, 

readily available, 
third-party com-
ponents	(Rasp-
berry	Pis,	Ardui-

nos, XBees, Z-
Wave devices). The 
home owner and I 
looked at the automa-
tion requirements and 
the Virtual Wiring 
software capabilities 
and saw that the two 
were a good fit. In this 
article, I’ll provide a 
first look at what the 
software does, and 

you can find com-
plete documen-

tation on the 
Catalina Com-
puting web-
site [3].

EnhancEmEnts
The house to be auto-
mated was a just a Le
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•	 Two	signals	from	the	touch	panel	system	
indicating “here”/ “away” and “winter”/ 
“summer”

From	this	list,	a	colleague	and	I	chose	the	de-
vices needed to build the system. Desirable 
components supply solid communication 
links and are popular and available from mul-
tiple sources with proven high reliability, long 
product lifetimes (for replacements down the 
road), low power, and reasonable cost.

host hardwarE
We	chose	the	Raspberry	Pi	to	host	the	Virtual	
Wiring software because it is a well-proven, 
very low cost, easy to find and purchase fan-
less computer that uses little power and is 
one	of	the	most	popular	embedded	Linux	
platforms available. 

Although the long-term availability of the 
Rasp	Pi	isn’t	really	known,	it	seems	as	
though	Pis	and	Pi-like	systems	will	be	
around for a long time. All in all, it should be 
an	excellent	choice	for	an	embedded	Linux	
system, and if the need were to arise, the Vir-
tual Wiring software could run on many 
other	embedded	Linux	devices.

The	Raspberry	Pi	has	various	connectors	
and	USB	ports	that	can	connect	to	external	
devices, but connecting signals directly into 
the	Rasp	Pi	would	likely	violate	the	reliabil-
ity	goal.	Many	of	these	signals	run	directly	
to	the	Pi’s	main	chip,	so	a	bad	voltage	could	
take it out. Instead, connections were de-
signed to go through Arduinos (connected 
to	the	Pi’s	USB	ports).	Arduinos	have	sturdy	
I/ O interfaces and well-made boards (called 
Shields)	that	extend	the	base	unit	for	inter-
facing with other hardware, and they support 
18 or more I/ O signals per board.

This project called for a hardened Arduino 
design,	called	“Ruggeduino,”	made	by	Rug-
ged	Circuits	[4].	The	Ruggeduino	is	an	Ardu-
ino Uno with additional current-limiting re-
sistors and clamping diodes.

The Virtual Wiring system requires that 
Arduinos	run	a	program	called	Firmata	[5].	
After downloading the latest Arduino soft-
ware	at	the	time	of	writing	(version	1.0.5)	
[6], we then uploaded the StandardFirmata 
program	(version	2.3)	to	the	Ruggeduinos.	
Arduino	Unos	often	come	with	Firmata	pre-
installed,	but	Ruggeduinos	do	not.	Figure	1	
shows	the	Ruggeduino	and	Arduino	Uno	side	
by side.

To bring all the signals out to pushbutton 
headers for easy signal connection, the Ardu-
inos are mounted on “Aussie” Arduino 
Shields	[7],	also	made	by	Rugged.	The	Aussie	
goes “down under” the Arduinos, allowing 

easy unplugging from the top without dis-
turbing the wiring to the headers.

Everything	should	fit	either	into	standard	
electrical	boxes	or	into	one	or	two	control	
system enclosures. The enclosure for the 
control system is an Altech AKL 744-003 
with DIN mounting rails and a transparent 
cover	that	can	hold	up	to	two	Pis	and	four	
Arduinos.

rElays and sEnsors
The project requires both low-voltage and 
high-voltage relays. The low-voltage relays, 
acquired on eBay, are solidly built and 
mount	to	DIN	rails.	For	high	voltages,	the	
Opto 22 120 D series relays have a footprint 
compatible with relays from other manufac-
turers and are small, well tested, and reason-
ably	priced	(Figure	2).	

They also pass international safety stan-
dards, which can help you sleep at night, 
and can be controlled with small currents 

Figure 1: Ruggeduino (left) and Arduino Uno (right). The Ruggeduino’s extra components pro-

vide additional circuit protection.

Figure 2: An Opto 22 solid state relay and a Senva current sensor.
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Figure 3: A block diagram showing Pi1 devices and some of the devices connected through Ruggeduino 1.
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and digital logic levels – a good fit for this 
application.

Motion	sensors	for	lighting	and	current	
sensors	(see	the	“Current	Sensors”	box)	are	
easily found on the web and in retail stores. 
The Senva C-1200 current switches chosen 
for this project are compact and don’t require 
high-voltage connections. The doughnut 
switch has just two open/ close signaling ter-
minals – that’s it. The high-voltage wires in a 
three- or four-way switch pass through the 
center of the doughnut, and, using electro-
magnetic induction, the sensor powers itself 
and does the signaling.

Block diagrams
Once the system was defined and the impor-
tant hardware components identified, we 
created block diagrams to show all the hard-
ware components and wires. Additionally, 
the diagrams identified all the virtual devices 
and wires supplied by the Virtual Wiring sys-
tem.	Much	like	real	devices,	Virtual	Wiring	
devices are connected by wires – virtual 
wires, that is.

From	among	the	many	handy	devices	sup-
plied by Virtual Wiring, we chose state ma-
chines, logic blocks, emailers, alarms, and tim-
ers. The state machines provide sequencing; 
logic blocks allow you to generate on/ off-type 
functions from collections of inputs; emailers 
let	you	control	the	system	by	text	and	email;	
and timers turn lights and devices on and off. 
Virtual Wiring also has virtual Arduino de-
vices, which give the Virtual Wiring system ac-
cess to an Arduino’s pins and pin functions.

In the end, the system had three Virtual 
Wiring	systems	running	on	three	Pis:	Pi1	had	
two	Arduinos	(Ruggeduinos	1	and	2;	Figure	
3),	and	Pi2	and	Pi3	each	had	one	Arduino	
(Ruggeduinos	3	and	4).

systEm EnclosurEs
System partitioning became clear early on. 
To minimize the wiring task, we needed two 

system enclosures. The first enclosure had 
Pi1	and	Pi2	and	Ruggeduinos	1-3	connected	
to about 40 I/ Os. The second enclosure had 
Pi3	and	Ruggeduino	4	connected	to	about	10	
I/	Os.	Each	enclosure	had	one	bank	of	low-
voltage relays and its own uninterruptible 
power	supply	(Figure	4).

To	mount	the	Pis,	we	bought	three	Pi	
cases, drilled four holes through the bottom 
of each case, and secured two DIN clips. The 
tops	of	the	Pi	cases	were	left	off,	and	the	
Aussie boards had their own DIN clips.

To provide a visual clue about the status of 
the	system,	we	added	a	PiGlow	board	[8]	to	
each	of	the	Pis.	The	PiGlow	board	has	a	
number	of	brightly	colored	LEDs	and	plugs	
in	to	the	Pi’s	main	connector	(Figure	5).	The	
PiGlow	comes	with	Python	software,	and	the	
cpu.py	program	brightens	and	dims	the	Pi-
Glow	LEDs	according	to	CPU	usage.	To-
gether,	PiGlow	and	cpu.py give a pretty good 
indication	as	to	whether	the	Pi	is	wedged	
(i.e.,	“stuck”)	or	not	at	a	glance.	PiGlows	
make the system look cooler, too.

Virtual wiring
The	Virtual	Wiring	software	runs	on	Rasp	
Pis,	Linux	PCs,	Macs,	and	many	other	Unix-

Figure 4: Two enclosures with all components mounted on DIN rails.

Figure 5: A Ruggeduino mounted on an Aussie Shield and a Pi with a PiGlow board.

Current sensors solve a ticklish problem: Some 
circuits have three-way and four-way switches. 
These kinds of switches show up when a de-
vice is controlled from two or more locations. A 
common three-way switching application is 
two switches that control one light. If someone 
says, “Turn on the light,” you have to look at 
the light, see if it is on or off, and then decide 
whether or not to flip the switch. A control sys-
tem is no different. If you tell the system to turn 
on a four-way switch, it needs to know whether 
the load is on or off before taking action. Cur-
rent sensors make this possible.

Current sensors
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version and adds all the necessary files for 
building gems. The last line installs Bundler, 
a	Ruby	program	that	downloads	Ruby	pack-
ages (gems) and manages gem dependen-
cies. Virtual Wiring needs Bundler.

If you haven’t already, you need to down-
load the Virtual Wiring software [2]. Before 
you can download the software, you should 
read the license agreement and, if you agree, 
click I agree. 

The Virtual Wiring software is available 
free of charge for a non-commercial single-
user system. Click on the Download button 
for the most recent version of the software. If 
you	are	using	a	Pi	as	your	host	and	the	
Midori	browser,	when	it	asks	whether	you	
want to save the file, click Save and not Save 
As, because I’ve found that the Save As but-
ton fails to download the software, whereas 
Save works fine. The software will be down-
loaded into your home directory (usually this 
is /home/pi). The download will be called 
vw_application_<xxxxxxxx>.zip, where 
<xxxxxxxx>	is	an	eight-digit	date.	Move	the	ZIP	
file to the directory in which you want to keep 
it and unzip it. Change your directory to the 
newly unzipped vw_application_<xxxxxxxx>/
vw_app_server directory and install the 
needed gems using Bundler:

cd vw_application_<xxxxxxxx>/vw_app_server
bundle install

Your	Pi	will	churn	on	this	for	a	while	as	it	
downloads	and	installs	Ruby	gems.	The	bun‑
dle command should succeed with no errors. 
Your Virtual Wiring software installation is 
complete.

starting up
To start up the Virtual Wiring software, you 
can	open	a	terminal	session	(or	use	your	ex-
isting one), and then cd back to your vw_
application_<xxxxxxxx> directory. If you just 

based hosts. It runs its own web server, and 
all access to the application takes place in a 
browser. When developing, it’s best to use a 
host	with	a	more	powerful	CPU	–	a	Linux	PC	
or	a	Mac	–	because	they	are	more	responsive.	
If	you	don’t	have	a	Linux	PC	or	Mac	or	you	
need	to	run	the	software	on	a	Pi,	that’s	OK,	
but	try	to	do	it	remotely.	The	Pi	browsers	are	
a	bit	sluggish,	whereas	PC	and	Mac	browsers	
are	not.	We	did	all	the	development	on	a	Mac	
and	later	moved	the	system	to	Pis;	however,	
the	system	still	runs	on	a	PC	or	a	Mac	
browser.

The Virtual Wiring software is written in 
the	popular	Ruby	programming	language.	
Many	systems	have	a	version	of	Ruby	pre-in-
stalled	(Macs	do,	as	do	Raspberry	Pis	run-
ning	the	latest	Raspbian),	but	the	installa-
tions	are	sometimes	missing	Ruby	libraries	
required by Virtual Wiring. Here, I’ll describe 
how	to	do	a	complete	Ruby	installation	on	a	
Raspberry	Pi	and	how	to	install	Virtual	Wir-
ing.	Installation	on	a	Linux	PC	will	be	the	
same or very nearly the same. Details on 
how	to	install	the	software	on	a	Mac	are	on	
the Catalina Computing website.

In	this	example,	we	install	the	software	on	
a	Pi	running	Raspbian	release	3.10.25,	the	
latest release at the time. We have run the 
Virtual Wiring software on a number of ear-
lier	Raspbian	releases,	so	these	instructions	
should	work	for	some	older	versions	of	Rasp-
bian as well. Virtual Wiring will likely run on 
other	Pi	Linux	distros	(Pidora,	Arch,	Puppy),	
but we haven’t tried them yet.

The first thing to do is download and in-
stall	the	latest	Ruby	on	the	Raspberry	Pi	and	
install the missing files needed for building 
Ruby	packages	(gems).	To	get	started,	open	a	
terminal session and type:

sudo apt‑get update
sudo apt‑get install ruby ruby‑dev
sudo gem install bundler

The first line brings your 
system’s package directory 
up to date. The second line 
updates	Ruby	to	the	latest	

Figure 6: Virtual Wiring is running. Figure 7: Arduino scripts in the Virtual Wiring Scripts dialog box.
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ran bundle install, typing 
cd .. will put you in the 
right	place.	Next,	type:

./run_vw_application.rb

Open	your	Pi’s	browser	
and navigate to http:// 
localhost:4567. You should 
see the Virtual Wiring De-
vice	Explorer	web	page	
(Figure	6).

Virtual Wiring runs in a 
browser. You can run it 
from	your	Pi’s	Midori	browser,	or	you	can	
run it from another computer’s browser. 
Midori	on	a	Pi	runs	slowly,	so	we	recom-
mend running Virtual Wiring from a browser 
on	a	faster	machine	–	a	PC	or	a	Mac.

To access Virtual Wiring from another 
computer,	your	computer	and	your	Pi	need	
to be on the same network. If you know (and 
your	other	computer	knows)	your	Pi’s	net-
work name, you can run Virtual Wiring from 
your	computer’s	browser	using	your	Pi’s	
<network name>	and	port	4567	(e.g.,	
http:// <raspberrypi>:4567).	If	your	Pi’s	net-
work name is not known, you can use your 
Pi’s	IP	address	instead.	If	your	Pi	is	not	on	a	
network or you have no other computer, 
you’ll	need	to	use	Midori.

Your	initial	Device	Explorer	screen	looks	
pretty empty. At the top of the screen you 
have links to the Home, Scripts, Wires, and 
Console pages. Here’s what they do:
•	 The	Home selector is the page you are on 

now,	the	Device	Explorer	page.	Device	Ex-
plorer displays all the devices in the sys-
tem. Initially, you have no devices, which 
is why the screen looks a little empty.

•	 The	Scripts selector brings you to the 
Scripts page, where you can build and run 
scripts that create devices and systems.

•	 The	Wiring selector brings you to a page 
that lets you wire devices together.

•	 The	Console selector brings you to a termi-
nal screen, from which you can create, 
run, and debug scripts.

A block diagram should be your guide to 
building your home automation system. This 
project has too many blocks to cover, so we 
will just look at how to add an Arduino, a pro-
grammable logic device, and a state machine.

adding dEVicEs
The Arduinos are responsible for bringing all 
the digital input and output signals into the 
home automation system. If you look at a 
system	block	diagram	(Figure	3),	the	bottom	

of each page indicates which Arduino is 
doing the I/ O. On the left and right sides of 
the page, above the signals, are names like 
“D2” and “D3.” These are the Arduino pins 
assigned to those signals.

In	this	example,	I’ll	show	you	how	to	rec-
reate	Ruggeduino	1	and	its	signals.	To	begin,	
navigate to the Scripts page and click on the 
View Filter button at the top. If you select Ar-
duino from the drop-down menu, you see 
just	the	Arduino	scripts	(Figure	7).

To add an Arduino, click on the Run Action 
of the Arduino script. The script presents a 
dialog	box,	and	the	dialog	box	lists	the	pa-
rameters	the	script	needs	(Figure	8).	In	the	
screenshot, I’ve filled in the fields for Ardu-
ino 1. The port_location field is the name 
the	Pi	gave	the	Arduino’s	USB	port	when	it	
was	plugged	in	to	the	Pi;	the	value	is	host	
and Arduino dependent. Knowing port_lo‑
cation allows the system to control the Ardu-
ino. You can find more information about the 
Arduino on the Catalina Computing website. 

After adding the Arduino, you need to de-
fine its digital inputs and outputs. To define 
digital inputs, run the Arduino DigitalInputs 
script. Table 1 shows the DigitalInputs script 
parameters used for Arduino_1. 

The debounce parameter filters out signals 
that oscillate rapidly (usually noise), and the 
pullup parameter enables the Arduino’s 
weak pull-up resistors. 

When connecting to sensed inputs, de-
bouncing is generally a good idea. An Ardui-
no’s output pins are added similarly using 

Figure 8: The Arduino Parameters dialog box.

Parameter Value
arduino_id "Arduino_1"

debounce true

names "house_preset1_not, house_preset2_not, alarm_leak,  
alarm_temp, alarm_event, alarm_sys_trouble"

pins ""2,3,4,5,6,7"

pullup true

table 1: DigitalInputs Parameters
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tional Logic scripts area. To build the house_
water_valve device, we gave it the script pa-
rameters shown in Table 3. In this way, we 
built a device with name house_water_valve 
with an output called house_water_valve_
closed. The function itself lives in a file 
called house_water_valve.logic.

statE machinEs
State machines are general-purpose, user-
programmable devices. We won’t cover all 
the details for building state machines (you 
can find documentation online [9]), but we 
will demonstrate an important state machine 
component – the table – that defines the 
state machine functionality. 

The state machine table in Listing 2 de-
fines four-way switch behavior. The four-
way switch uses two solid state relays, each 
with its own on/ off signal (pole1 and pole2). 

Each	time	the	state	machine	sees	a	switch 
for an "on" or "off" event, it checks the state 
of its light_sense input (a current sensor) 
and decides whether or not to toggle the 
solid state relays. The reset condition puts 
the relay signals back into a known state.

dEBug and tEst
As we built the system, we tested it and de-
bugged	the	designs	from	the	Device	Explorer	
screen.	Device	Explorer	let	you	see	and	mod-
ify all the signals going in and out of your de-
vices, and we used it to create test conditions 
and observe device behaviors.

In	Device	Explorer,	each	device	is	listed	by	
name	next	to	an	expander.	If	you	click	on	the	
expander,	you	see	the	device’s	signals	and	
values. If you click on a signal, you see a dia-
log	box	with	a	single	value field. Type in a 
value	of	your	choice,	and	Device	Explorer	as-
signs that value to the signal.

the Arduino DigitalOutputs script. Table 2 
shows the DigitalOutputs script parameters 
for Arduino_1.

programmaBlE dEVicEs
A programmable device has a single, user-
programmable output function. These are 
commonly used in the home automation sys-
tem when you need to create an “on” or 
“off” value from a combination of other sig-
nals. The function allows an arbitrary num-
ber	of	inputs	and	supports	and	AND,	OR,	
XOR,	equality,	inequality,	and	NOT	opera-
tions. The house_water_valve function is de-
fined as shown in Listing 1.

Programmable	devices	are	built	by	running	
the Programmable script in the Combina-

01  "four_way_switch":

02  

03  # turn on conditions

04  ‑

05    When: {switch: "on", reset: "off"}

06    State: { pole1: "on", pole2: "off", light_sense: "off", 
switch: "on", reset: "off"}

07    Then: {pole1: "off", pole2: "on"}

08  ‑

09    When: {switch: "on", reset: "off"}

10    State: { pole1: "off", pole2: "on", light_sense: "off", 
switch: "on", reset: "off"}

11    Then: {pole1: "on", pole2: "off"}

12  

13  # turn off conditions

14  ‑

15    When: {switch: "off", reset: "off"}

16    State: { pole1: "on", pole2: "off", light_sense: "on", 
switch: "off", reset: "off"}

17    Then: {pole1: "off", pole2: "on"}

18  ‑

19    When: {switch: "off", reset: "off"}

20    State: {p ole1: "off", pole2: "on", light_sense: "on", 
switch: "off", reset: "off"}

21    Then: {pole1: "on", pole2: "off"}

22  ‑

23  # init state

24    When: {reset: "on"}

25    Then: {pole1: "on", pole2: "off"}

listing 2: Four-Way Switch Behavior

Parameter Value
arduino_id "Arduino_1"
names "well_pump_enable, house_water_valve_closed,  

kitchen_circulator_enable, basement_circulator_enable,  
master_bath_circulator_enable, guest_bath_circulator_enable,  
radon_fan_enable"

pins "8,9,10,11,12,13,A0"

table 2: DigitalOutputs Parameters

Parameter Value
file_name "Scripts/user/house_water_valve.logic"
id "house_water_valve"
logic_function ""
output "house_water_valve_closed"

table 3: Water Valve Script Parameters

01  (house_preset == "summer_away"          # equality test

02      || house_preset == "winter_away"    # OR and equality

03      || house_water_valve == "closed"

04      || alarm_leak)

05  && house_water_valve != "open"          # AND and inequality

listing 1: house_water_valve Function
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In	Figure	9,	I’ve	
clicked on the four_way_
switch switch_off signal 
to change its value from 
off to on. Testing devices 
is like testing with a sim-
ulator, but it’s running 
the actual devices in the 
real system. 

The	next	step	is	to	
“wire” the Virtual Wir-
ing devices together. 
Any signal or terminal 
(Virtual Wiring device signals are also called 
“terminals”) on a device can be wired to any 
other terminal on any other device. Once 
wired together, terminals all see the same 
values, just as when you wire real terminals 
together with real wires.

For	example,	I’ll	wire	the	house_water_
valve_closed terminal of a programmable 
device to an output terminal on the Arduino. 
If the programmable device’s house_water_
valve_closed terminal goes on, the Arduino’s 
terminal will see the on value. 

On seeing an on value, the physical Ardu-
ino device turns its real output pin on. If you 
connect a real wire from the Arduino output 
pin to a water valve controller, your program-
mable device will turn on a valve.

Virtual wirEs
Wiring is delineated on the Wires page. Two 
tables, each with all the device names and ter-
minals, are shown as mirror images of each 
other.	Next	to	each	terminal	name	is	a	solid	
black dot, or terminal. If you click a terminal 
in the left table, you can 
drag a connection to a 
terminal on the right 
table.	Figure	10	shows	
the Wires page with the 
three devices created so 
far. I’ve drawn a “vir-
tual” wire between the 
programmable device’s 
house_water_valve_
closed and the Arduino 
terminal with the pa-
rameter of the same 
name.

By now, you should 
have seen enough to 
understand how you’d 
go about creating your 
own devices and wiring 
them together. The pro-
cedures I’ve shown for 
creating devices (run-

ning scripts, inputting script parameters) are 
the same for all devices.

In the home automation system, we used 
some	devices	we	haven’t	covered	(email/	tex-
ting devices, timers, alarm devices). To learn 
more about these devices (and many others 
we haven’t mentioned), check out the device 
documentation [10].

Building thE systEm
In	this	example,	we	built	a	system	one	block	
at a time, where the blocks correspond to 
blocks in the block diagrams: we would 
build a block, test it, save it, and move on to 
the	next	block.	By	the	time	we	had	built	all	
the blocks, we had about 60 files for the 
three	Pis	and	four	Arduinos.

Each	time	we	built	a	block,	we’d	edit	and	
save our work from the Console page. The 
Console page keeps a record of every script 
run	and	every	wire	drawn.	Each	time	we	ran	
a script or created a wire, the corresponding 
script command displayed in the console. So, 
for	example,	after	creating	the	devices	and	

Figure 9: Testing devices.

Figure 10: A programmable device wired to an Arduino terminal.
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all of the signals were low voltage and low 
current, so we used standard twisted pair 
wiring	(Ethernet	cables).

All the sense wires electrically looked the 
same: two wires that were either shorted to-
gether	or	open.	For	each	sense	pair,	then,	we	
connected one wire to an Arduino pin and an 
external	pull-up	resistor	(Arduinos	have	built	
in pull-ups, but they were too weak to be reli-
able for this application) and grounded the 
other wire. When the wires were open, the 
Arduino saw an “on” voltage. When the wires 
were shorted, the Arduino saw an “off” volt-
age.	To	add	the	external	pull-ups,	we	soldered	
resistors	to	Arduino	Proto	Shields	and	sand-
wiched a Shield between each Arduino and 

wires of this article, the 
Console looked like 
Figure	11.	Although	
some of the lines are 
too long to fit within 
the Console window, 
you can see that an Ar-
duino, a programma-
ble device, a state ma-
chine device, and a 
wire were created. 
After each command is 
a [true, …] line, 
which is the result 
from	the	previously	ex-
ecuted command. All the results show [true, 
…],	because	they	executed	successfully;	bad	
commands would return [false, …].

If you copy all the lines from the Console 
and delete the result output from the ends of 
the lines, you end up with a script that recre-
ates your work. In this way, we were able to 
save our work. Sometimes, when scripts 
looked too busy, we added additional blank 
lines,	spaces,	and	comments	(any	text	follow-
ing a # is a comment). These elements made 
the	scripts	easier	to	read	and	didn’t	affect	exe-
cution because the script interpreter ignores 
blank	lines,	extra	spaces,	and	comments.

Once we had finished creating block-level 
scripts, we created top-level scripts. Top-level 
scripts assemble all the blocks to-
gether:	For	three	Pis,	that’s	three	
top-level scripts. Using the block 
diagrams as guides, we ran all 
the	block-level	scripts	for	each	Pi,	
added the wires to connect the 
blocks, then tested the wiring. 
When we were satisfied, we cop-
ied the Console into the appropri-
ate top-level script, made the 
final edits, and saved the lot.

installation
Each	enclosure	went	on	a	wall	
panel	(Figure	12):	The	Pi1	and	
Pi2	enclosure	went	into	the	util-
ity	room	with	many	of	the	pre-ex-
isting	systems,	and	the	Pi3	enclo-
sure went to the other end of the 
house near the furnace and water 
heater.	After	plugging	in	the	Pis	
and	giving	each	an	Ethernet	con-
nection,	the	Pis	were	running,	
the Arduinos were running, and 
all three Virtual Wiring systems 
were	running.	Next,	we	wired	in	
the various relays and sensors – 
about	50	signal	wires.	By	design,	 Figure 12: Mounted Pi1 and Pi2 enclosure.

Figure 11: Scripts and their output in the Console.
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Aussie Shield. The Aussie Shields made wir-
ing pretty simple, because they have a push-
button terminal for each Arduino signal; 
therefore, signal wires could be added or re-
moved just by pushing a button.

The relay signals also came in pairs. One 
of the pair was grounded, and the other was 
connected	to	an	Arduino	output	pin.	Most	of	
the relays were solid state, and these fit 
neatly	into	standard	electrical	boxes	(Figure	
13). Note: If you are not an electrician, you 
must have an electrician install your high-
voltage relays; high voltages are dangerous.

what wE lEarnEd
We just built this system, so we don’t have a 
lot of interesting stories to tell (yet), but we 
do have some hardware concerns. In the past, 
we’ve seen well-tested systems from other 
manufacturers burn out during electrical 
storms. One hopes this system is insulated 
well	enough,	and	the	Ruggeduinos	should	
help. Additionally, we don’t know how the 
Pis	will	hold	up	over	time.	We’ve	run	Pis	
without reboots or crashes for days and 
months,	and	one	Pi	for	more	than	a	year,	but	
that’s	not	much	testing.	We	hope	the	Pis	will	
run for many years.

Surprisingly, defining and testing the sys-
tem was easy. Working at an abstraction level 
that uses just devices, wires, and signals was 
very natural, and it made defining and setting 
up	the	system	a	smooth	process.	Most	of	our	
time and skills were spent solving problems 
we wanted to solve, not fighting with tools. 

By far, the hardest part of building the 
system was selecting the right physical com-
ponents and installing the finished units. 
The web is a great resource, but it takes a 
long time to find the right parts when you 
are	not	exactly	sure	what	is	out	there,	who	
makes	them,	or	what	to	call	them.	Maybe	
someone	can	make	a	good	Pi	application	for	
doing this – I’d be interested. 

When defining the system, we always 
asked ourselves, “What if this wire broke or 
the	Arduino	or	Pi	went	down?”	These	sorts	
of questions are hard to answer because they 
take you into areas in which you don’t have 
all	the	answers.	Even	if	we	couldn’t	say	ex-
actly what would happen, we always tried to 
be sure we could answer an easier question: 
“Would	something	annoying	happen?	Or	
something	disastrous?”

Whenever we introduced a relay, we al-
ways made sure that if the relay stuck, the 
house would still be OK. If you can shut 
down a cooling pump, make sure the device 
being cooled will shut itself down safely if it 

overheats. If you can shut off your water 
supply, make sure nothing that depends on it 
will break. Also, even if something just has 
the potential to be really annoying (and not 
disastrous), consider adding a bypass switch, 
so you can easily get your system up and 
running (albeit in a manual mode). It’s no 
fun being miserable.

wiring in thE FuturE
Big changes may be coming to the wiring in-
dustry.	Perhaps	future	wiring	will	go	some-
thing	like	this:	Install	an	embedded	Linux	
controller	(a	Pi?)	in	the	utility	closet.	Let	the	
controller monitor every wall switch. Let the 
controller control every light. 

All the control and monitoring could be 
done	over	cheap	twisted	pair	wiring.	Even	
better, instead of using wires to monitor light 
switches, make every light switch a self-pow-
ered radio, and stick switches onto a wall 
whenever and wherever you want, in sec-
onds [11]. Also, let every light bulb have 
wireless switching and dimming built in.

Wiring lights and switches becomes almost 
cookie cutter simple. All that needs doing is 
getting	power	to	your	lights.	Next,	stick	your	
switches wherever you want them, sit down 
at your computer, and define which switches 
do what. If you want to add timers or make 
switches smarter (e.g., one touch is one 
light, two touches is the other light, and 
three touches is both lights), you can do that, 
too. Internet control and monitoring of your 
system comes free.

With these systems, you can save money 
on the physical wiring (easier for the electri-
cian,	fewer	questions,	no	expensive	wires	
going between light switches and lights), 
and	you	can	easily	expand	the	system	(just	
slap a switch on a wall or tie a light into a 
power line) into something that has all the 
capabilities of today’s systems along with 
many more.  ● ● ●

Figure 13: Solid state relays, box, and outlet.
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